The Core Service Agencies (CSAs), in conjunction with the State of Maryland Mental Hygiene Administration (MHA) and the Administrative Services Organization (Value Options), manage the Public Mental Health System (PMHS.)

As CONSTRUCTORS, CSAs forge the local delivery system.

- Partner with consumers, families and stakeholders to develop and implement local Mental Health Plans
- Establish regional partnerships to integrate mental health services across systems
- Collaborate with local agencies (i.e. LMBs, courts, DJS, schools, hospitals, DSS, Office On Aging, etc.) around common mental health issues
- Develop local Disaster Mental Health Plans and mobilize response teams
- Transform the service delivery system through implementation of Evidence Based Practice models
- Lead implementation of Transformation and MHA initiatives such as Network of Care, Recovery Focus, and Consumer Quality Teams

As NAVIGATORS, CSAs are frequently the first point of contact for citizens and consumers seeking mental health treatment. CSAs serve as local and regional guides to help people access the mental health system.

Crisis, Help and Referral Calls to CSAs during a typical 4 week period showed:
- More than 5,000 crisis and information help calls were answered in one month
- An average of 7.8 minutes on each call means that CSAs spent the equivalent of 983 8-hour work days responding to queries regarding Mental Health services
- 92.3% of callers asked expressed satisfaction with the result of the call

More than $400 million in federal, state and local funds support the PMHS with the majority of services being provided through a fee-for-service network and other selected programs funded through contracts.

Total cost of the CSAs represents less than 2% of the total cost of Maryland’s Public Mental Health System.

CSA’s leveraged an additional $38.9 million from federal, local and private foundations for local programs.

As a result, for every administrative dollar spent on CSAs, the service system is gaining $8.46.
MAKING A DIFFERENCE...

CSAs:
+ Strive to insure that no consumer goes without necessary services
+ Collaborate across regions to solve problems
+ Develop and maintain partnerships with local, state and federal agencies
+ Coordinate case conferences across agencies to develop individualized plans of care for adults and children
+ Sponsor and provide trainings
+ Provide on-going information to the public regarding Mental Health resources and services
+ Represent MD Mental Health System at the national level
+ Respond daily to consumer and family concerns throughout Maryland

CONTACT US:
MACSA Office
22 South Market Street, Suite 8
Frederick, Maryland 21701
Phone 301-682-9754
Fax 301-682-6019
Email macsa@mhma.net

For more information:
http://networkofcare.org
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Constructors and Navigators of the Public Mental Health System

The Core Service Agencies are the local mental health authorities responsible for planning, managing and monitoring the Maryland Public Mental Health System at the local level.

CSAs promote wellness by improving behavioral health in Maryland through collaborative partnerships.